1996 yamaha wave venture

Excellent condition, needs nothing. Open to vehicle trades prefer Mercedes running or not, or
John Deere lawn tractor. Very good condition and well maintained with Shorelander trailer and
Yamaha mooring cover. Please email for more info or pics. By using this site, you agree to our
Terms of Use. Both 2 stroke and look and run great. Kept covered and out of the water on the
trailer when not in use and in the garage in the winter. Bought a fishing boat. Need the space!
Mooresville, Lake Norman, NC. Looking for something similar? Plenty of new and quality
pre-owned models to choose from. Need parts? Service or repairs? Have a used trade? Need
financing? We ARE your no problem dealer! Check out our website: Huntington Beach, CA.
Mulberry, FL. Belleair, FL. Houston, TX. Arbuckle, CA. Lake Havasu City, AZ. Sarasota, FL. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Boats for Sale Yamaha Wave Venture. Year - Make - Model -.
Category - Length - Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search.
Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Remember Me? Sea Doo. Jet Boat. Blacktip Jetsports.
Riding Gear. Trailer Parts. Gift Certificates. Forum Technical Discussion Yamaha wave venture
Jet Ski Lanyards. Jet Ski Traction Mats. PWC Seat Covers. PWC Covers. PWC Dry Bags. Jet Ski
Boarding Steps. Results 1 to 5 of 5. Thread: wave venture Thread Tools Show Printable Version.
My question is how to winterize these units? I have found a owners manual on the and I can not
find anything on the wave venture any idea where to pick one up I checked with the local dealer
and they don't have one and said they can winterize them for me but that's all the help I could
get out of them. Is there any place that has a step by step winterizing? Any place to down load a
pdf manual? Please help. Sorry if I missed anything I am new to this and in need of help. Thanks
again. Re: wave venture hope this helps Re: wave venture Thank you for the help. Any idea on
how to fog the carbs? Re: wave venture yep, just pull those two plastic plugs in the top of the
air box and start spraying while it is running, and then i always pull the plugs and spray a little
down in each cylinder after i'm done. Re: wave venture Thanks again. I will give it a try and see
how much trouble I have. I really do appreciate your help. High Torque Starters. Graphite
Coated Anodized Pistons. Cylinder Exchange. Gasket Kits. Carb Rebuild Kits. Pump Parts. All
times are GMT The time now is AM. All rights reserved. All Material Copyright Watercraft
Superstore. Seller Buyer Product Feedback Register. Not a member yet? Register Now! Posts
44 Re: wave venture hope this helps Posts 44 Re: wave venture yep, just pull those two plastic
plugs in the top of the air box and start spraying while it is running, and then i always pull the
plugs and spray a little down in each cylinder after i'm done. Remember Me? Sea Doo. Jet Boat.
Blacktip Jetsports. Riding Gear. Trailer Parts. Gift Certificates. Jet Ski Lanyards. Jet Ski Traction
Mats. PWC Seat Covers. PWC Covers. PWC Dry Bags. Jet Ski Boarding Steps. Page 1 of 2 1 2
Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 10 of Thread: Wave Venture Woes. Thread Tools Show
Printable Version. It has hours and has run almost flawlessly until recently. After my year-old
nephew ran the snot out of it for a weekend, it started running lousy. It starts easily and will idle
all day. When you apply throttle, it starts to rev up and then just dies. It's not bogging. It revs
and dies. I can drive it 10 mph or less all day, but as soon as I rev it, it tries to die or just dies.
Every now and then, I can get it to run up to about 35 mph for a few seconds it goes about 55
when it's running good and then it dies. Others at the marina have complained about water in
their gas. I changed the fuel filter and used dry gas. No change. I pulled the carbs and had them
rebuilt. Next on my list is to check the compression. I bought some Ring Free to try to decarb
the engine before checking the compression, but haven't done that yet. Oh, the first thing I did
was change the plugs. They are not fouling. They look good. Good burn and no oil. Any other
ideas? By the way, what is the thing attached to the fuel vent tubes and located in the rear
compartment near the battery that looks like epoxy tubes? It's shown in my service manual, but
it does not tell you what it is. Jim P. Re: Wave Venture Woes do the compression test and don't
add any mystery junk to it first but first thought is fuel related like starvation, clogged vent etc.
Re: Wave Venture Woes when you rebuilt the carbs did you adjust the screws properly??? PM
ME. Re: Wave Venture Woes Thanks for the replies. A friend who rents Yamaha PWCs here at
the beach came down. He checked the compression and it's fine. I discovered that the oil
injection hose to cylinder 1 had come undone underneath the ignition, where I couldn't see it.
There was no oil going to cylinder 1. However, that didn't happen until after I removed the carbs,
so I don't think it caused the problem. My friend didn't think it was a big deal. He's got at least
10 Yamis and he says he's never seen cylinder 1 blow. In any event, he thinks it's the reed
valves for cylinder 3 because he sees some blowback when it's running. I'm going to try it and
see what happens. By the way, I checked the check valve and it works properly. I ran without
any vent hose hooked up to see if it made a difference and there was none. I guess it's not a
vent problem. Very frustrating! Re: Wave Venture Woes Well, I pulled the reeds and although
they look good, on careful inspection, I noticed that two of the top reeds on cylinder 2 and all of
the bottom reeds on cylinder 3 are not sealing. They aren't bent they are translucent plastic, not
metal , but you can't see the reed cage through them when they don't seal. They also were wet

on the bottom of the gasket, but not at the top. It appears that the gasket was leaking slightly on
the bottom. My friend advised to flip the reeds over on cylinder 2 and 3 to see whether they
would seal. Does this make sense? Also, would the reeds not sealing cause the engine to just
quit at higher RPMs? Re: Wave Venture Woes flipping reeds is common but not the best idea , a
full set of carbon techs is It was running poorly before the oil line got disconnected I assume.
I'm guessing that the oil line didn't come undone until I pulled the carbs and pushed the top
cover where the oil lines connect off to the side. The disconnected cylinder still has good
compression, so I don't think it burned up due to lack of oil. Re: Wave Venture Woes well I
guess try his reed flipping idea, but it's possible that oil line fell of earlier and u lost lubrication
to that cylinder and section of the crankshaft even a few seconds will lead to all kinds of issues
and stuck seized pistons. Re: Wave Venture Woes Thanks. It's cranking easily and smoothly
with no plugs in it. The piston is definitlely not seizing, but I can't say that the crank bearings
aren't damaged. As I noted earlier, it will run all day at 10 mph or a little faster. It's only when I
try to accelerate that it starts acting up. I'm not convinced that it's the reed valves either, but I'll
try it since I've gotten it this far. I appreciate your time in trying to help. Re: Wave Venture Woes
i'd be more worried about a sticky bore than the crank bearings but hopefully neither is an issue
, keep us posted Z. Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page:. High Torque Starters. Graphite Coated
Anodized Pistons. Cylinder Exchange. Gasket Kits. Carb Rebuild Kits. Pump Parts. All times are
GMT The time now is AM. All rights reserved. All Material Copyright Watercraft Superstore.
Seller Buyer Product Feedback Register. Not a member yet? Register Now! I have a 2 seater
Yamaha Wave Venture. Purchased not too long ago. Took it out to Shasta Lake a couple times
and it rode well. Fast and a blast! Only thing wrong with it is the relay needs to be replaced. No
leaks and comes wit. Be socially distant on the water with family and friends. Looking for a
good home for this well cared for Chaparral 25' Cabin Cruiser with Mercruiser 5. Top sides
super clean, cockpit vinyl in great shape, has bi. Runs great no issues. Fires right up. Clean
title. New EZ Loader trailer. Call or txt. This jet ski is turn key, water ready. Trailer is in good
condition with working lights and a spare tire. Registered till I have a Yamaha Wave Runner for
sale. It includes the trailer. Everything works and it runs great. It has always been stored
indoors. I just restored the trailer with new tires and new bunk board brackets. I will include the
cover. Please email me if you are interested. I live close to Lake Lanier so you are welcome to
take it for a spin if desired. Top sides super clean, cockpit vinyl in great shape, has cover, bim.
Starts and runs however I think it needs a fuel filter replacement or carborator work. Top speed
mph. Comes with jet ski drive on dock rental for remainder of this year. Located in marina in
Seaford in drive on dock. Trailer included. I do have Papers for jetski and trailer as well. Cash
only. Includes single trailer. New tires on trailer, newly carpeted bunks and new lights. Also
comes with spare. Ski is garage kept. Has Always been run with Amsoil synthetic oil. I bought
used in I think. Excellent condition. Engine rebuilt at Machining done by Riva Yamaha. Engine is
not. Selling this ski because I am buying a new one. I took it out a few days ago and it was
running strong and getting up to 40mph. Carb needs some fine tuning still but they were just
rebuilt and last week I put in some new adjustment needles. New rings and head gasket were
put on the engine about 4 years ago. Both cylinders reading exactly psi. Tested the day of th.
For sale a running Yamaha Wave Venture with trailer. This is 2 stroke motor. Have title for the jet
ski and trailer. Just email me for information. This is a cash in person transaction only. Check
pictures for a better view of condition. Now your opportunity to get this jet ski for only 1, No low
balls please. These are ready for water. Starts right up. Carbs were done last year. Rode In
idaho before. Trailer is in good condition as well. Good condition '96 jet ski with the sought after
triple cyl. Runs great and is winterized awaiting spring fun. Upgraded with electric fuel pump.
Seats and padding all in good condition. I'd prefer to keep the trailer so price is just for the jet
ski and not the package. There's a small crack in the hull right where it meets the trailer in the
bow but isn't structural. City: Redding, CA. Posted: 1 month ago. City: Winchester, VA. City:
Hickory, NC. City: Pensacola, FL. Posted: 2 months ago. City: Atlanta, GA. City: Yuma, AZ.
Posted: 3 months ago. City: Palm Springs, CA. City: Imperial, CA. City: San Diego, CA. Posted: 4
months ago. City: Martinsburg, WV. City: Detroit, MI. City: Long Island, NY. Posted: 5 months
ago. City: Greensboro, NC. Posted: 6 months ago. City: New Haven, CT. City: Watertown, NY.
Posted: 7 months ago. City: Santa Maria, CA. City: Sarasota, FL. Posted: 8 months ago. City:
Reno, NV. Posted: 9 months ago. City: Richmond, VA. Posted: 10 months ago. City: Fresno, CA.
Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New media New resources Latest
activity. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews Search
resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out
of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use

an alternative browser. Thread starter Shawn Start date Aug 19, Shawn Recruit. Joined Aug 19,
Messages 2. I have a Wave Venture. It was running OK then one day after sitting for about 2
months I could not start it. Runs when I spray starter fluid in air vent, Disconnected hose from
fuel filter, can blow into tank and suck gas through filter so gas is available. Pulled off fuel
pump and took apart. Lots of "stuff" in there. Bought new fuel pump and installed. Still will not
run on it's own. Can still spray starter fluid in and will run. Looks OK. What else could keep gas
from getting to engine????? Also, the new fuel pump inlets are in slightly different locations. It
is possible I have hoses in wrong places. From Micro-fiche it looks like I have them correct. Any
help would be sincerely appreciated. Joined Feb 4, Messages Re: Yamaha Wave Venture fuel
problems I've had this happen to me on an older 2 stroke Mercury outboard. I found that the
"stuff" I found in the pump s made its way into the fuel bowls where it clogged the main jets and
the needle valves. You might take a look inside your carbs fuel bowls to see. Fireman Rear
Admiral. Joined Sep 17, Messages 4, It's not that gas isn't getting to the carbs, it's that gas isn't
getting thru the carbs into the engine. The only true way to tell is to drop one of the bowls from
the carb to see if gas is in there. Due to all of the crap they are putting in fuel, after sitting for 2
months, you have clogged jets in your carbs. Time for a rebuild. Get it done right by a
professional if you can. Those carbs are very tempermental and have to be set in a specific
series. I'm pretty mechanically inclined and I just paid to have my 3 rebuilt by a Yamaha tech.
Amazing difference. Machine runs like it's brand new. Re: Yamaha Wave Venture fuel problems
Might need to take them to a Yamaha shop to fix - although, like Fireman said - it would be best.
But if you don't have the funds and you feel comfortable doing it, then follow these steps. Pull
the carbs and take off each fuel bowl. Be careful not to set the carbs down on the bowl side
without the bowls attached - you may bend the floats or float settings. Then look for the
obstacles clogging the jets or neddle valves. If it's apparent that they are clogged, use a carb
cleaner from an aerosol can to spray into the holes from the venturi side air intake side to blast
out the obstacles. Whatever you do, do not use wire or anything to "poke"into these orifices.
You may damage the jets or valves. If you can't get cleaner to come through these passages,
then you'll need to remove the main jets and the floats, needle springs, and needle valves.
Again, be delicate with these parts so that you don't bend the float frames or you'll knock them
WAY out of adjustment. They are very difficult to get back into the right setting. Once the needle
valves are out, check the rubber sealing ends of them for excessive wear, also the sides of the
needles for excessive wear. One way to check if they seem to be excessively worn is abserve
the needle valves while squirting the cleaner through that passage from the venturi side. If the
needle stays shut, then replace them. Probably best with that finding to buy carb kits and
replace all the parts that come in the kit which would include needle valves and springs. I have
spent many hours with carburetors and replacing needles, jets, etc. I have found that on many
instances, a sticking needle valve causes many different symptoms like starting and running
good for a while, then "BLAP" - nothing after that. Maybe a "cough" or two trying tio get it
started again. Then after a while sitting, it runs for a while again. That's the best advice I have
right now and it is what this problem sounds like to me. Just be sure to really look over that
motor closely on the outside for cracked hoses, electrical wiring frayed, and similar before you
start taking things apart. Hope this helps -. Re: Yamaha Wave Venture fuel problems Thank you
all for your response. I was hoping that there was something else between the fual pump and
carbs. The rebuilt kits for these things are very expensive. The only reason I was not thinking
carb was becasue typically when I've experienced carb problems on these things,one or more
carbs would still perform and the ski would just stall or under perfom. I have never had them all
go "bad" together and keep it from running at all. I will start into the carbs and see what I find.
Many thanks for the responses. Joined Jul 17, Messages Re: Yamaha Wave Venture fuel
problems There's no fuel bowl on a jetski, they dont use floats, just diaphrams. Check your
pulse line to the crankcase. If its full of white milky fluid, then water is getting in your crankcase.
Re: Yamaha Wave Venture fuel problems The yamaha's have fuel bowls and floats. Don't get
confused with an actual JetSki which might not have them. I know this from my own bike and
the shop manual that goes with it. Although I have seen on some older yamaha's that there may
be only diaphrams. So get a shop manual if you need to before tearing into it. Re: Yamaha Wave
Venture fuel problems If you have Mikuni carbs on your Yamaha, they may or may not have
bowls, depending on year. Re: Yamaha Wave Venture fuel problems frozenokie said:. The
yamaha's have fuel bowls and floats. Re: Yamaha Wave Venture fuel problems slag said:. Don't
confuse yamaha outboard motors or motorcycles with this wave venture, this is a PWC section.
I said "Mercury outboard" not Yamaha outboard. Besides, they make both with and without
diaphrams. Jetskis on the other hand - maybe not. The yamaha jetskis do not have float bowls.
You also go into great depth on how to take off the float bowl and see if there is anything in
there, when in fact, there is no float bowl. The outboard forum for mercurys is quite a bit down

on the forum list. I'm glad you have a lot of information on mercury outboards, I think thats
great, it just doesn't pertain here. Leedanger Petty Officer 1st Class. Joined May 29, Messages
There should be two, one at the carbs and one at the tank somewhere. Also there is a procedure
to just the pop off pressure of that pump, if the pressure is too high it can actually jack the CPU
all up and it won't run either. I'll add the link as soon as I'm not on my phone. This is my humble
opinion, I myself am having issues with these carbs so it's not like I am any kind of pro. You
said, and I quote, "The yamaha's have fuel bowls and floats. Smoofers Cadet. Joined Aug 1,
Messages Re: Yamaha Wave Venture fuel problems Slag is correct on the jet ski carbs. The
utilize a diaphram that fills with fuel in place of a bowl. PWC carbs and fuel systems are
effectively "sealed" systems to minimize fuel spillage since most pwcs will flip at some point.
On a wave venture I would assume it is a non powervalve motor. The mixture screws on these
carbs are covered in tamper proof caps that would have to be drilled out to change the settings,
so you don't have to worry about messing the mixture settings up. If you did rebuild them
yourself, just make sure that you keep track of the needle arm and spring for each carb and re
use them. The side of the carb opposite the diaphram is the fuel pump side of the carb. If you
remove the plates off the pump side of each carb there is a tiny little filter that needs to be
pulled out and cleaned or replaced. I would recommend rebuilding the carbs, personally.
Example pic carbs with the primary fuel pumping carb - cover plate removed from pump. Re:
Yamaha Wave Venture fuel problems Smoofers said:. Slag is correct on the jet ski carbs.
Imogen Banned. Joined Aug 21, Messages 3. Not that the gas does not come from
carbohydrates, is that the gas does not carbohydrates in the engine. The only real way to tell is
to drop one of the bowls of the carb to see if the gas is there. Because of all the crap they're fuel
after sitting for 2 months, you have clogged jets in your carbs. The time of reconstruction. Get
well done by a professional, if you can. These carbohydrates are very tempermental and must
be connected to a specific series. I'm pretty mechanically inclined, and I just paid for my three
reconstructed by a Yamaha. Incredible difference. The machine works like it is brand new.
Joined Jul 27, Messages It has the same carbs just 2 rather than 3. They do not have a float but
rather a pop off spring. They are not tamper proof but in fact have both low and high speed
screws. I rebuilt these carbs several weeks ago using genuine mikuni rebuild kits. At about 50
bucks each they are not cheap but all the pros seem to feel this is not a place to try and save a
few bucks. You can find instructions for rebuilding them on the SBT website. These carbs have
an internal filter that is located wherer smoofers indicates in his post. When I did mine one of
these filters had a lot of gunk in it. My check valve was bad and caused some starting problems
when tank was low. I know guys are trying to help but if you are going to offer specific advice
such as offered above please take a few minutes to research it and make sure your advice is
correct. If you are offering general advice such as "check the carbs" just leave it at that. You
must log in or register to reply here. Look your part numbers up online. Reconfirm your part
numbers prior to placing your order. If you are unsure of your choices, call our Parts Dept
before submitting your order. Our website is updated weekly through Yamaha. Occasionally the
site will display part status incorrectly or as Unavailable. Please check back or call us, as the
status may change with the next update. Some parts will display as "back-ordered". This means
the USA warehouses are out of stock. It may be available from Japan immediately, and can ship
to us in just a few days. Some older parts displayed are no longer available. If so, no price will
be shown or they will be marked Discontinued. We stock thousands of OEM Yamaha parts. As
stated above, stock levels change weekly so check back or call us for questionable availability.
Orders usually ship from our shipping center the same day as the order is fulfilled. When parts
must come from the manufacture's warehouse, additional time for fulfillment may be required.
When your items are packed by us for shipping and there is an additional expense greater than
originally charged, we will contact you by phone or email for the additional shipping charges
prior to shipping your order. We apologize that we cannot estimate this in advance but each
item and final shipping destination can vary. Please contact us soon after placing your order if
you wish to expedite your order. For additional shipping charges we can change your shipping
preference. We offer Express, Next Day and 2nd Day shipping. We will reply with cost and
payment instructions. Parts availability, delivery service providers, weather and other factors
may affect your delivery. We must receive your request for a RAC no more than 15 days after
you receive your order to qualify for a return. Condition and shipping costs of the returned item
s is the responsibility of the purchaser. DO NOT tear, cut, tape, re-tape, mark, or write on
original boxes or packages, or cover labels or barcodes. Leave all purchase stickers on
packages. Any part s that were sold as part of a bundle or assembly may NOT be returned as
individual parts without the complete return of the assembly. Please do not send us parts that
do not meet the return requirements listed above, as we do not issue refunds for non-qualifying
items and cannot return the items to you. List the Qty. Part Number, Description and Price Paid

for items you wish to return. We will reply to your e-mail or mail and send you a unique Return
Authorization Card. Site Powered by vNext Technologies , Inc. Sign In my account. Contact Us.
EXCEPT, when parts are returned and deemed by seller to be unsatisfactory due to a
manufacturers defect. We will add your return handling costs to your refund in this case. Skip to
main content. Related: yamaha wave venture cdi yamaha wave venture yamaha wave venture
seat yamaha wave venture cover. Include description. Pro-X 9 Items 9. SBT 22 Items SBU 38
Items WSM 89 Items Yamaha Items No Warranty Items Unspecified Length 13 Items New Items
New other see details 3 Items 3. Used Items For parts or not working 3 Items 3. Please provide a
valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North
America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup.
Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items.
More filters Gallery View Customize. Shipping not specified. Last one. Amounts shown in
italicized text are for items listed in currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate
conversions to Canadian dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent
exchange rates, please use the Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb
Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international
shipping options and costs. Troubleshooting, tune-up, maintenance and repair are not difficult
if you know what tools and equipment to use, as well as the proper procedures. Our Factory
service manuals are produced by the Original Equipment Manufacturers giving step-by-step
instructions that guide you through jobs ranging from simple maintenance to complete engine
and suspension overhaul. This factory service manual can be used by anyone from a first time
do-it-yourself enthusiast to a professional mechanic. Detailed drawings and clear photographs
give you all the information you need to get the job done right. As these are intended for the
mechanics at the dealerships, some of the procedures in these manuals require the use of
special tools. The resourceful mechanic can, in many cases, think of acceptible substitutes for
special tools. This can be as simple as using a few pieces of threaded rod, washers and nuts to
remove a bearing or fabricating a tool from scrap material. Most factory service manuals
provide general information in the first chapter. Later chapters concern methods and
suggestions for quick and accurate diagnosis and repair of problems. Troubleshooting
procedures discuss typical symptoms and logical methods to pinpoint the trouble. Chapters
later on will include information on periodic lubrication and routine maintenance necessary to
keep your vehicle working in top condition. They also include recommended tune-up
procedures, eliminating the need to visit your dealer frequently. Subsequent chapters often go
on to describe specific systems, providing disassembly, repair, assembly and adjustment
procedures. Most of the service procedures covered in these factory service manuals are
straightforward and can be performed by anyone with a reasonable level of skill. Much of the
labor charges for repairs made by dealers are for the time involved during the removal,
disassembly, assembly and re-installation of other parts in order to reach the defective part. It is
frequently possible to perform the preliminary operations yourself and then take the defective
unit to the dealer for repair at considerable savings. Downloading your Factory Service Manual
from A1 Factory Service Manuals will give you all the information that the mechanic at your
local dealership has. Knowledge is power. Save money by doing most of the jobs yourself, and
also be armed with the information you need for when that big job comes along. As soon as you
payment goes through normally instantly you will receive a download link sent to your email
address. You may then download and save the file to your pc. All our manuals are pdf
documents, that can be read on any computer by using Adobe Acrobat reader, that is available
for free fro
sphygmomanometer parts diagram
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m Adobe. With Acrobat Reader, you can read the manual like a normal bookâ€¦zoom in and out,
search, print pages, etc. You may want to print out only the pages you need when attempting a
specific job, so the information is with you whilst working on your vehicle. After the job is
finished, you can just throw the pages away. No more worries getting your expensive paper
manual dirty and oily. You can get a replacement copy from us at any timeâ€¦even years later.
Simply drop us an email at the same address you received with your original download link, and
a replacement will be sent to you the same day. You may also want to burn your manual to a cd,
or copy to a usb or hard drive. Then you can take your manual with you anywhere. Tags:
waveventure yamaha service manual waverunner yamaha service manual download
waveventure yamaha service manual yamaha. How to buy? How do I read the manual? What if
my computer crashes and I lose my manual? Husqvarna Chainsaw parts manual 11 Aug, Arhive
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